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It's a commercially brave move to come up with a ... P Enclosure back is formed into a single elegant curve .... extremely tricky to position in order to achieve the. 
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Bijou baby The most affordable and diminutive model in B&W’s new 800 Series sports a host of improvements PRODUCT B&W 805S TYPE Standmount loudspeaker PRICE £1,600 per pair KEY FEATURES Size (WxHxD): 24x42x35cm P Weight: 11.5kg P Bass/midrange driver: 120mm Kevlar cone with 165mm cast chassis P Tube-loaded 25mm metal tweeter in decoupled external pod P Front ‘Flowport’ has shaping and stippling to aid airflow P Enclosure back is formed into a single elegant curve P Sensitivity/impedance: 89dB/5 ohms (minimum) CONTACT 콯 01903 221500 q www.bwspeakers.com
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his speaker might look very familiar. From across the room, you’d be hard pushed to tell the difference between this new B&W 805S and its Nautilus 805 predecessor. There are minor visible changes – in the grille treatment, the top surface, the location of the tweeter and the centre of the main drive unit cone – but they’re only really detectable by carefully scrutinising the old and the new side by side.



It’s a commercially brave move to come up with a new range of models that look virtually the same as their predecessors, especially as it’s a full seven years since those earlier Nautilus 800 models first appeared. Most brands use a range change as an opportunity to restyle products, attracting attention to the new models and keeping abreast of fashion trends. B&W’s decision to make the new 800s look just like the old Nautilus 800s is perhaps
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B&W 805S loudspeaker [ Review ]



“Nearly all the changes are well hidden and specifically oriented towards improving the performance and sound quality.” a risky stratagem, but also speaks of the company’s self-confidence in its designs, which essentially hold to a form-follows-function agenda. Good design doesn’t age. Despite the very similar appearance, B&W reckons that roughly 90 per cent of the components in the new 800 Series models, which began to hit the shops at the start of 2005, are different from those used in the old Nautilus 800 range. It’s just that nearly all the changes are well hidden, and specifically oriented towards improving the performance and sound quality. Furthermore, halfway between the launch of the previous Nautilus 800 range and the appearance of these new 800s, B&W added three interim models to the line-up – two new ‘flagships’, plus a Signature 805. The latter was based closely on the Nautilus 805, but featured a number of engineering improvements, including a ‘Balanced Drive’ motor, as well as a very classy figured veneer with multi-layer, high-gloss lacquering, the combination of superior performance and appearance resulting in a hefty £2,500 price tag. Not only have the engineering improvements incorporated in the Signature 805 been applied to this 805S, but further development work has apparently taken the



performance up several notches higher still. The promise is that the 805S will not only outperform the Nautilus 805, but also the Signature 805, albeit without the latter’s fancy cabinetwork and price tag. This new 805S costs £1,600 per pair, which is £200 more than its predecessor – but a 15 per cent increase after a seven year gap doesn’t seem unreasonable, especially if significant performance improvements come as part of the package. The new 800 Series is an extensive range, comprising seven stereo pairs priced from £1,600 up to £13,000 per pair, alongside nine home cinema models (including three subwoofers). Among the stereo pairs there are three less expensive S-suffixed models, plus four more costly D-suffixed examples, the distinction referring to the type of material used for the tweeter diaphragms. The S-type model reviewed here uses a traditional aluminium alloy dome, while the D-types have a dome fabricated (with great difficulty and at great cost) from vapour-deposited synthetic diamond, which has much greater stiffness and therefore a much higher break-up point (74kHz, compared to 29kHz for the ally). This 805S is the smallest and least costly of the new 800s. It’s also the only two-way and



the only standmount. If the strikingly curvaceous styling is no longer novel, it’s still undeniably attractive and likely to remain a major selling point. The curved cabinetwork avoids the parallel sides found with many conventional loudspeakers and consequently avoids the frequency-specific internal box modes that a rectilinear shape tends to generate. The front panel, housing the main driver and port, is flat, but the sides and back are made up by a single, carefully bent piece of veneered plywood laminate. This is already inherently very stiff, and is reinforced by an internal ‘honeycomb’ matrix that further braces the box in many places and every direction. Even the top surface is gently domed, to the benefit of both styling and performance. It’s a classic compact two-way standmount in outline, with an estimated enclosure volume of around 11 litres, port-loaded at the front by B&W’s proprietary flared and stippled Flowport to minimise turbulence. Because this is a two-way design, the main driver here combines midrange duties with the requirement to cover the cone excursion needed to deliver the bass octaves, so there’s no opportunity here to use the ‘surroundless’ FST midrange driver found in the three-way models. Instead, B&W is using a considerably refined version of its familiar P
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POSITIONING The Signature 805 we tested in HFC 232 proved extremely tricky to position in order to achieve the best overall balance through the bass octaves. The dilemma was that the speaker seemed to need the extra bass assistance that is invariably supplied by wall proximity, but that in turn had the disadvantage of increasing the level of midband coloration, making free space more attractive. The 805S seems to have avoided that difficulty by opting for a different bass alignment. By re-tuning the port to 50Hz rather than 42Hz, the 805S sacrifices a little in terms of ultimate extension in exchange for rather more mid-bass output, and as a consequence this new model proved altogether better aligned for free space siting, well clear of walls. This was confirmed by the in-room measurements. With the speakers mounted on 600mm stands, a number of traces were made at various distances out from the wall, and best results were found with the front baffles about 1m out from the wall. Under such circumstances, the overall balance (under far-field in-room conditions) was a little mid-forward (200-800Hz), gently rolling off below 200Hz but comfortable maintaining acceptable bass output down to 40Hz. The top end above 800Hz also rolled off very gently and quite smoothly, albeit with a slight presence notch centred on 3kHz, around the crossover point. Foam bungs were supplied, and these are likely to be useful in situations where the speaker has to be placed close to a wall, though listening comparisons showed that this was better avoided. Although the overall balance is not strictly neutral, it is very well controlled. SYSTEM MATCHING One of the virtues of a simple two-way design is that the crossover network required is equally simple. Because there’s little overlap between the drivers, the impedance stays at a respectable figure throughout. The average value recorded here is above eight ohms, with minima of around five ohms occurring at 50Hz, 200Hz and 20kHz. The current demands made on the driving amplifier should be reasonably modest, especially as the sensitivity is a healthy enough 88-89dB. This means the speaker will go decently loud without in any way stressing the amp.



Q 165mm cast frame main driver, equipped with a 120mm woven Kevlar/polymer cone. The magnetic motor features the latest ‘Balanced Drive’ metalwork to minimise distortion, and a larger magnet than before, while magnetic shielding is no longer used here. A bullet-shaped phase-compensating dust dome covers the voice coil, and is now part of the cone rather than the pole piece, increasing the radiating area and avoiding chuffing sounds. The 25mm aluminium alloy dome tweeter is mounted externally on top of the enclosure proper, to provide the smallest possible source and hence the widest radiating ‘window’. The tapered tube shape acts as a transmission line to absorb (rather than reflect) the rearward output radiated behind the tweeter dome. Although the current tweeter and pod look very like their predecessors, a number of changes have taken place. Most significantly, the dome’s surround has been changed, from a foam to a polymer roll. This lowers its fundamental resonance, which in turn allows for a much gentler, simpler crossover filter. Other factors include relocating the tube to take account of the new crossover network, and increasing the degree of lossy decoupling from the main enclosure. The crossover change is regarded as sonically highly significant. Somewhat belatedly, B&W has recognised the virtue of keeping crossover networks as simple as possible, and all the new 800 Series models feature ultra-simple first-order tweeter feeds. The 805S, like the rest of the new range, has just a single capacitor providing a 6dB/octave roll-on, plus a resistor



to set the relative level. Very great care went into sourcing this capacitor, which is a costly item from German company Mundorf. Finally, twin terminal pairs permit bi-wire or bi-amp operation if desired. SOUND QUALITY Both the Nautilus 805 and Signature 805 have performed very well in past Hi-Fi Choice reviews, so it was hardly a surprise to find that the 805S also delivers very fine sound quality. Rather than simply describing the sound of this new model in isolation, however, it seemed much more useful to get hold of those earlier models to provide a proper context for the review, and establish just how the various 805 models have evolved, sonically speaking. The 805S is the direct replacement for 1997’s Nautilus 805, and does indeed represent a major step forward. Though the Nautilus 805 remains a decent enough speaker, it also sounds a little ‘small’ and ‘ordinary’. It’s somewhat constrained, even constipated in comparison, lacking genuine freedom of dynamic expression, and not really possessing the sweetness and delicacy that the later versions supplied. The Signature version of the 805 sounds altogether more special than its Nautilus predecessor. Its performance is more coherent, with a tautness, pace and expression that had simply eluded the base model, and a sweeter top end too. Musically-speaking, the net result is simply more enjoyable and communicative. First impressions of the new 805S were that it was certainly as good as the Signature, and different from that model too, but not
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B&W 805S loudspeaker [ Review ] Detail



42cm



necessarily significantly superior. Overall coherence seemed even better, and the bass end was firmer and more purposeful too, but midband dynamic expression seemed a little weaker. However, the 805S had had very little running-in time when the comparison was first made. After a couple of days hard use, the exercise was repeated, and the superiority of the new model was now apparent. Indeed, the 805S seemed to have blossomed through this running-in period, and although the Signature model was still very enjoyable, it also sounded a little crude and coloured by comparison. The 805S still sounded more restrained, dynamically speaking, but it was also altogether smoother, sweeter, more neutral, and ultimately more natural than the Signature in its reproduction of all manner of music and speech. The latter, in fact, clinched the matter. One of each speaker was placed side by side on identical 600mm Kudos S100 stands. Using Vertex AQ speaker cables from a Naim NAP 500 power amp, one was connected to the left channel, the other to the right. The Magnum Dynalab MD 102 was set to Radio 4, where Laurie Taylor was introducing Thinking Aloud. The Naim NAC 552 pre-amplifier was set to mono mode and the two speakers were compared by simply swinging the balance control between extreme left and right settings, probably the nearest thing to an audiophile switching box you can get. Mono comparison is actually a very powerful tool for analysing differences in midband and treble performance, probably because it removes the distraction of stereo imaging (it shouldn’t be used to assess bass balance, however, because of the way the output of two well-spaced speakers adds up to rather more than either when played singly). High-quality



Tube-loaded 25mm metal dome tweeter is mounted in decoupled external pod



Top surface is domed and tilted



Bass/ midrange driver has a 120mm Kevlar cone and 165mm cast chassis



Enclosure back is formed into a single elegant curve



Front ‘Flowport’ has shaping and stippling to aid airflow



Twin terminal pairs address each driver individually



24cm



“Back in stereo mode, the B&W’s superior delicacy and freedom from boxiness continued to impress mightily.” speech is also very revealing when drawing comparisons, presumably because we are so familiar with the real thing in everyday life. Careful measurements confirmed that the Signature 805 and 805S had almost identical frequency balances above 100Hz, with just a minor discrepancy in bass alignments. But, on this stringent speech test, the differences between the two models were obvious. Better still, they were entirely in favour of the new 805S. The new model sounded clearer and more coherent with better total integration, less boxiness and shouty coloration, and a significantly sweeter top end. Although the overall sound errs a little on the side of laid-back restraint, it also seemed clearer and more open than earlier B&Ws when playing at low listening levels. Back in stereo mode, the B&W’s superior delicacy and freedom from boxiness continued to impress mightily. Massive, powerful bass drive isn’t on the agenda here, of course, but neither is it all that essential much of the time and on much day to day material. Extra bass authority would be handy on some occasions, for sure, but the capabilities of a top class stand-mount such as this, with its delightful freedom from any heaviness and thickening effects, is not to be underestimated. This



speaker’s spacious imaging and lightness of touch is utterly delightful, and the sound is notably free from unwanted nasties. Perhaps the most telling reaction to this speaker was my partner’s behaviour. I was spinning an old favourite – Lowell George’s solo album Thanks I’ll Eat it Here, only to find this extra voice joining in. She also showed an alarming tendency to start dancing on entering the room whilst the 805S was playing. This doesn’t normally happen! The upshot is that B&W has managed to advance the art of music reproduction from this high-class standmount by several notches, without seeming to change very much at all on the surface. Sneaky stuff – and sonically very impressive too. HFC Paul Messenger



VERDICT SOUND >> 92%



R PRO



EASE OF DRIVE >> 85%



B&W’s latest 805S goes several steps beyond its Nautilus predecessor. This delightful little speaker makes you want to tap your feet and sing along.



BUILD >> 93%



S CON



VALUE >> 89%



A bit more grunt and scale would be an advantage, as the sound lacks a little warmth and richness. Don’t damage the tweeter domes.



CONCLUSION Numerous changes under the skin have substantially improved this upmarket stand-mount. The result is a communicative and entertaining speaker, with great subtlety and delicacy, despite some lack of bass weight, authority and tonal richness.
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Subwoofer - ownerIQ 

performance made possible through outstanding design and exceptional ... New Custom Cone with Large Roll Polyether Surround provides longer excursion ...
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GZ4000 - ownerIQ 

(c) Régler le commutateur sur la position “O”, et le moteur s'arrête ...... doivent être réalisées dans un délai raisonnable, ne dépassant pas 30 jours. Si vous avez ...
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96 - ownerIQ 

59820 10/96 A01. Ohrpolsterwechsel / Replacing ear cushions / Remplacement des coussinets de casque / SustituciÃ³n de las almohadillas / Cambio de almohadillas / Het verwangen van de oorkussentjes. Aktuelle Informationen zu Sennheiser-Produkten erhal
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appointment letter bijou kurien 
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PoÃ©sie du bijou 

s'inspire des tribus amÃ©rindiennes avec ses motifs navajo, ses turquoises, ses perles et ses couleurs naturelles. Points de vente : www.pluiedetoilesbijoux.fr.
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gabarit pochette bijou 

Page 1. Le rabat attache attache pli taille rÃ©elle. 2 cm.
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Untitled - ownerIQ 

Hex (Allen) key, 1/4â€�I.. Hex (Allen) key, 5/16â€�f .... Hex (Allen) key ..... Center. By pressing the SCAN/LOCK key once, you are able to lock on to specific information.
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instructions - ownerIQ 

utilisant la méthode d'écriture par paquet. ..... Format de décodage MP3: (MPEG1/2 Audio Layer 3) ... Format de décodage WMA (Windows Media® Audio):.
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instructions - ownerIQ 

8 Indicateurs d'informations du disqueâ€”TAG (balise .... *3 Si un fichier MP3/WMA n'a pas de balise d'information ou si â€œTAG DISPLAYâ€� est rÃ©glÃ© sur â€œTAG OFFâ€�.
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UMK425E UMK435E - ownerIQ 

Tourner le commutateur de moteur vers la position STOP, et dÃ©poser le chapeau de bougie d'allumage. - Porter des gants pendant l'opÃ©ration. UTILISATION.
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utopia beryllium line - ownerIQ 

Les enceintes de la ligne Utopia Be génèrent un champ magnétique de fuite pouvant perturber le fonctionnement des ..... Le papier ou pulpe de cellulose, matériau léger, assez rigide, apporte un bon amortissement ..... Article de presse.
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DEH-P9600MP - ownerIQ 

This manufacturer and the Electronic Industries Association's Consumer. Electronics ...... tures élevées et de la lumière directe du soleil. ...... d entrée de l ampli-.
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HD 155 - ownerIQ 

( Spare parts list. High Pressure Cleaners. ' Liste des piÃ¨ces de rechange. Nettoyeur haute pression. ) Lijst met onderdelen. Hogedrukreiniger. * Parti di ricambio.
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Wire Feed Arc Welder - ownerIQ 

be joined are free from dirt, rust, paint, oil, scale or other contam- inants. These contaminants make welding difficult and cause poor welds. All persons operating ...
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KD-SX999R KD-SX959R - ownerIQ 

originale) Ã  la position de fusible 2 et connectez le fil rouge (A7) Ã  la borne positive (+) de la batterie. â€¢ Le fil jaune (A4) n'est pas utilisÃ© dans ce cas. A Typical Connections / Typische AnschlÃ¼sse / Raccordements typiques. Before connect
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un vrai bijou je suis - Fotopassion 

Vidéo HD (720p) simplifié grâce aux réglages du mode vidéo directement sur l'écran tactile ... 4.1 – 12.3 mm (35 mm format equivalent to 29 – 87 mm). Aperture.
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HD 155 - ownerIQ 

HD 135 / HD 155. HD 135. 96. 303. 302. 301. 300. 92. 34. 34.1. 34.2. 34.3. 29. 75. 11. 5. 40. 65. 73. 72. 71. 70. 74. 75. 80. 83. 85. 84. 53. 52. 57. 52. 56. 58. 59. 55. 54. 60. 61. 54. 62. 90. 89. 88. 8786. 91. 66. 67. 68. 69. 49. 48. 47. 46. 45. 44
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UMK425E UMK435E - ownerIQ 

Noter que l'outil de coupe continue Ã  tourner par inertie mÃªme aprÃ¨s l'arrÃªt du ...... For further information, please contact Honda Customer Information Centre at ...
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BK3500FL BK4500FL BK5300DL - ownerIQ 

allow plenty of time to rest. Limit the amount of time over which the product is to be used continuously to somewhere around 30â€“40 minutes per session, and take 10â€“20 minutes of rest between work sessions. Also try to keep the total amount of wor
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tw125 (5rs1) europe - ownerIQ 

Oâ€“RING. 1. 3 4DDâ€“11351â€“00. GASKET, CYLINDER. 1. 4 93210â€“13361. Oâ€“RING. 1. 5 99530â€“14016 .... HEATER ASSY (15W). 1. 38 5FUâ€“82103â€“00.
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Model RMT-U340 - ownerIQ 

The VCR, TV, Cable Box, DVD, and Satellite modes will ... mode, the VCR/DVD specific control keys will continue to operate the last ...... lecteur de DVD. Akai.
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Cook Number ELECTRIC Grill - ownerIQ 

1. Suivez les étapes « Pour débuter » présentées à la page 4. 2. Pour une cuisson professionnelle, placez un moule, une tôle à biscuits ou un plat sur le gril. 3.
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DEH-P9600MP - ownerIQ 

Pioneer Electronics of Canada, Inc. CUSTOMER ...... AUDIO until HP R1 appears in the display. 2 Press .... Inc. The mark BBE is a trademark of BBE Sound,. Inc.
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Model RMT-U340 - ownerIQ 

Step 1. Find your TV, VCR, DVD, Cable Box, and Satellite. Receiver brand codes in the charts on pages 3 ~ 7. Step 2. Press and hold the TV, VCR, CABLE, DVD ...
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